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In this revolutionary publication, women (and men! You’N.ll experience inspired and prepared to
celebrate your hormones as well as your unique biology as a woman.M.A. With insight and
humor, Gina Cloud guides the reader through a rich, soulful and thought provoking trip into each
letter of her effective acronym, W., introducing a new way to live a unique, true-to-yourself life.
She reveals the wisdom of women’s bodies, long ago lost in places just like the menstrual cycle,
and shows how beauty isn't epidermis deep, but soul deep and spirit fed.) will learn a fresh
perspective that empowers them biologically, sociologically and personally -- all from the inside
out, through their own eyes, and free of press stereotypes and myths.O.ll find new definitions for
PMS and explore additional revolutionary concepts which will excite and empower you. You’
This book is for females everywhere who are tired of feeling like they’re insufficient and desire
to feel good in their own skin.
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A.O. `Well-behaved women rarely help to make history' W.like a method of holding the body, a
posture, some fancy makeup, some really "special" little bit of clothing, information about the
opposite sex that can facilitate one's capability to manipulate the other person's reaction in a
dynamic.N. Just what a refreshing, affirming place to be! Cloud offers a "description" of
W.O.N.A.N. with poetic punch. You can practically chant the prose. Waitwait . Example: Gina says
that females have a whole lot of pressure to appearance good, well: they're not necessarily
under 'pressure', they love it (the attention they are obtaining)..M.A..'s lives--bodily, psychological,
and spiritual...O.M.A.N. is certainly a reserve to en-joy! Did you hear that? What The World Needs
'W. Exceptional! Her rhythmic revaluations of the exhausted, woman-hostile stereotypes we
can't seem to end recycling are pointed and effective... Associated with one... no be QUIET!
Listen ... is it possible to hear that?We *understand* that sound .M.. Why by that is nowadays
people are racking your brains on stuff they can find out that would make sure they are more
appealing. Also many guys when they read books like this they try to find some nuggets in order
to improve their "video game", while this publication is about authenticity and viewing in
females what many can't even discover in themselves..N. from over THERE ..)is also very much at
home up on the stage or behind the microphone. Therefore let's wake up and let's head to
natural normality that is bliss and pleasure and love.Does that sound scare you? Great..N.Does it
challenge you?!Make zero mistake .. And I was absolutely delighted to find someone who
discovers in dance as powerful a transforming, life-affirming practice as I really do. that audio ...
that voice from the WILD .. You may not agree with everything she says - and there is much here
that may be too brand-new or as well unvarnished for every taste - but I dare you not to finish
it.`To drop confidence in one's body is to drop confidence in one's personal.!O.M.A. Great! Gina
lets you know the true beauty to be a woman also to follow your heart. A joy to learn, it contains
deep insight and enlightenment on how best to maximize the body, mind, and soul. Gina Cloud
gracefully delivers a message to ladies without ostracizing men in any way. As entertaining
since it is definitely educational, 'W.O. the book is Bad first of all she puts new age ideas about
females that don't sound best and even a bit weird: 'sacred bloodstream from the girl
menstruation routine' or 'Glossary of terms: Vagina- likely to the queen'.A luscious stream of
affirmation As soon as I cracked the binding of this beautiful book, I was inexorably drawn into
Cloud's wild, warm, wonderful world of W.M. A FRESH Definition' is definitely spiritually fulfilling
with an attractive compassion rarely seen. Great starter for the situation that I'm going through
this it's precisely what I needed it. A FRESH Description' by Gina Cloud embodies everything
culture needs to seek and achieve true beauty. I really like it but I'd like more.M.O.M.A.N is about
women. Gina Cloud presents a new perspective that many of us (both men and women) may
decide to consider. Who are we, and who perform we desire to be?O.Each letter of the W.O.. A
real waste of time.N. acronym includes a meaning described and explained by Ms Cloud. I came
across this publication made me think beyond your biological, sociological and personal
definitions that can confine each of us to particular patterns of existence. Do I agree with most
of Ms Cloud's views? Possibly not, but that really doesn't matter. Ms.This book might not
contain all of the answers you may be seeking but I think it does a great job of defining the
questions you might wish to consider. By the end of each day time, we each need to feel good in
our own skin. may be the sound of our future.' (Simone de Beauvoir)Jennifer Cameron-Smith
Wake up call To begin with, the book acts its purpose nevertheless, you have to have or aquire
the proper attitude . this is the voice of Gina Cloud...A. She actually is contacting to us from the
WILD . Feeling like one... Although the author hardly ever claimed to become a part of Wicca or a
Pagan community- I wonder where those ideas came from... inspiring you to become more



authentic and actual regardless of other's perceptions. Gandhi utilized to say one should be the
switch he wants to see in the world...and the world needs women to be women . Women
nowadays are many of them performing like imature males, cocky and agressive and overly
analytical.. W. and that needs to modification because it's a vicious routine of males impacting
the ladies negatively by their belief systems and women impacting men (not necessarily starting
with the person..M. it's in a way like those films "it has to be experienced not comprehended"...
And whenever you're reading a publication such as this, don't get caught up on terminology,
browse with existence and an open center...We don't blame anyone, simply the concepts and
paradigms that require to go)..Looking forward to upcoming books from Gina. Men are under
much more pressure than women so I don't visit a point in ranting about the situation of women.
Even though she surrounds everything with fine words, it guides you to her own definition which
actually may be the definition of the New Era Movement.. This book is a breath of fresh air. In
this culture that we live in, women are constantly being pulled in all different directions. Gina
Cloud does a wonderful and masterful job breaking through all the barriers and obtaining right
down to the truth of what being truly a W.O.M.A.N is about.M. Life is usually to be lived not
conceptualized in the head continuously.O. Appears like something extracted from Wicca.and
the information can resonate with you deep enough so you understand the insanity of the
culture we're living in.Will it excite you?. I never found true historical proof that the matriarchal
societies she talks about ever really existed in history (and I did some research). Probably it
existed in a few small communities around the world but there were never huge societies who
were matriarchal. In her book she rants how women today are under a whole lot of pressure.
Well.. :-) Gina Cloud does a wonderful and masterful work breaking through all the barriers and .
It really is such a relief and inspiring too to hear Cloud celebrate the *movement* of W. But
actually if that was accurate Men are under pressure to reach your goals and make money- If I
had to select between this and the first one- I would choose the 'pressure' to look good. A
Genuine Voice Talking to Confidence Gina Cloud has written an amazing book destined to get
its place at the crossroads of Feminism and the Cultural Wars in libraries everywhere. In a voice
that's genuine and self-confident, she spins her theories of W. Are we living the life we are really
more comfortable with, or one constrained by rules that people have unthinkingly
approved?.A.N. Becoming one. It's about authenticity and coping with meaning. shhhh . Her
style is certainly conversational and engaging, perhaps because this beautiful young woman
(love the photos! Understanding one.. However tucked within that conversational style are very
real and essential revelations - an incredible resource for a man who would like to understand
his wife's heart and soul. Or his girlfriend's. Or his daughters'. For me personally, this book is
about possibilities not rules. Cloud takes solid and unambiguous stands on everything from
pornography (she hates it), to feminism (she thinks it did as much harm nearly as good), to sex
(it's great!(when correctly approached)), to PMS (rename it "Powerful Monthly View" and
embrace it!) to laughter (just do it: LAUGH OUT LOUD!) and much, much more..O. horrible this
book just tries to influence the readers to simply accept her New Era ideas..A. More Aware Of
My Value How does one start to express an incredible experience? I see through new eye, feel
through fresh senses, have grown to be empowered in new methods after reading this profound
and insightful fresh publication by Gina Cloud. It fed my spirit and soul and produced me more
aware of my value as W. Or, better yet, to stop great deal of thought after you have.M.A.N.
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